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The beginning of the social evolutionary phylogenesis means at the same
time the emergence of human consciousness, where the saturation of the
ecological niches and the Darwinian way of biological armament will create
the human consciousness, and in parallell with this, like a non-planned byproduct, the human culture also appears.
In the second phase (that is in our days), the human consciousness will
exceed the Godel's model of social homeostasis and reverse its original
evolutionary program, liquidating in this way the nature’s false planning and
irrational heritage, and at the same time will elaborate for those having
consciousness a biological-moral imperative that is manifesting itself –
among others – in the responsibility of taking care of living creatures having
no consciousness.
The third phase means the life’s tranformation into insubstantial information
format and leaving of earthly-material existence.
In course of analyzing this second, recent phase, we can come across some
recognitions, like the question of socio-moral imperative of the
consciousness.
There is no ultimate truth in the human culture, it is the sequences of human
scaled and phased partial-truths alone, that are shaping the culture.
The human being’s evolutionary inherited irrational taint, that will manifest
itself, among others, in personalization of different objects, and that can
even lead straight, and it is proven, for example to the emergence of concept
of God.
All those who try to explain the world with means of the present humansocial consciousness impregnated with irrational elements, will commit a

moral sin against the biological earthly-human existence.
The consciousness of those beings will produce an other consciousness,
namely they will grow on their brain a tumour of false consciousness, and,
in fact, they will manufacture with an addictive demand the concept of a
supreme being, just to free their own consciousness from the moral
imperative for a collective responsibility of biological existence.
They won’t consider it a mission to redeem the beings with and without
consciousness, not as a matter of faith but through the intellect and the exact
sciences, that would make possible to rewrite the immense suffering-history
inflicted upon the earthly living creatures by the nature’s blind-chance
phylogenesis, - as we know: “Nature is the Temple of Satan” - but just the
opposite, through transcendenting the inherited obscurity of evolution and
the instinctual program they will be conditioning the deffective creation and
the human culture derived from that.
Those who are living in synchronicity with the social false consciousness,
will give up attempting to understand and survive the world that is in fact
obscure for the human intellect, and transmitting the experiences, and in this
way they will accomplish a social selection giving preference their castecomrades in faith.
So they are living off an irrational conceptual system, that will continue to
make the world through its self-amplifying feedback obscure and irrational
for the generations of society.
Namely, the world can be explained by those systems of faith, but never
understood or decoded.
The social psychozoicum, that is mediatized in the abovementioned way, is
amoeba-like and has no planetoid consciousness, and can be described as a
homeostasis spanning along the time-axis of history, it is realizing its selfpurificating reflexes according to the completely spontaneous sociological
rules, by means of which the system will select out those small inclusions or

“cancerous” cells, who and which are not in phase with the overall social
oscillation and the irrational practice of false consciousness being
materialized in every days of the greatest common social evil.
It will erase all those from live, who, instead of elaborating and accepting
the irrational consciousness and according to the cultural-biological
imperative of everybody’s salvation, would like to create a new evolutionary
stairway by means of revisioning the evolutionary false consciousness and
program that is ruining the whole world.
The current selection (as opposed the mediaeval one), by distorting the
personality, will be reduced to suicide, addictive lifestyle and diseases
caused by the individuals to themselves, and besides that, through becoming
obsessed with a kind of general depression it has effects on those
individuals, who, otherwise, possibly just because of their strangeness and
deviation could have new ideas and new approaches that would give a
stimulus to the society. For this reason, this selection will terminate exactly
their activity aimed at inputting new features.
Consequently, the nature and order of this second phase of the universal
human history applauds and rewards the irrational way of thinking. This is
why those comme il faut individuals will never be selected out, as in the
course of practicing their “karma” they won’t need to accomplish a faterewriting or to produce a complete somersault. They are all in-sync-beings.
As it is proven by sociology, just as a reward of faithful reflecting this feudal
ethos, the system will promise a long life and social progress for its
abovementioned practitioners, thus it is indeed the state of mind or devotion
towards the original program of evolution and the conjunction (synhalagna)
that will be rewarded, and it is not about retaliating the ecto-immune
thoughts that are going to reverse the program.
However, the connivance with the irrationality of the current social ethos
will burden its practitioners and beneficiaries with the moral-biological sin
of existence, because due to the social predominance of their class they will

deprive all of those of the possibility to understand the world and to
emerge/improve, who, because of their births, have not inherited this threadof-Ariadne kind approach that is not lucrative and suicidal for them and
winding around their neck.
Inevitable to repeat: as they are interpreting the world of nature on the basis
of a methaphysical scale of value, they make the biological principle and the
spreading of everybody’s salvation impossible towards the creatures having
no consciousness (too).
Their transcendence will become the morass of the most evil immanence.
And those noble conceptual structures, that are trying to offer in conformity
with any metaphysical system a solution against or escape from the thousand
years old linear degeneration and collective collapse, serve in fact the
individual reinforcement of the existing irrationality, that will make the
customized and not metaphysical self-correction impossible, which, being
summed up on a sociological scale, is what could only change the world.
Whereafter they are loyal to the consciuos paraselene of the original
irrational religional God-concept, faithfully performing hereby the original
program of evolutionary compulsion, so now they will annihilate the
original biological creation - which remember: nothing else than "Temple of
The Satan", the Snake bites himself into the tail - that has created even them,
with unparalleled force of the consciousness and its metaphysical concepts.
For the first time in the world, as one of the inventions of this second phase,
for example, after the world domination of religious ordanisatios, the
democracy of (finance)capitalism has found a solution, as compared to the
Western or Eastern despotic state powers with a lightening speed and a
brilliant manipulative power, and the people will seat their own biological
enemies on the throne. As if the dark shadow of the ancient Persian gnosis
were exploited by human mind in a way that would seem to be done by free
will, whilst electing their own executioners. This kind of self-swindle is not
intended, as there are some drifting processes that cannot be handled by any
social system or conceptual structure.

As in the prevailing social system of the second phase the biological
syncretism of the individuals of consumption will lead to a genetic collapse
(the subordination of the overall eugenetic social interest to the right of
individual consumption), consequently, where the reason for human
existence is justified solely by “human right for consumer capacity”, there
spreding of social false consciousness is a necessary precondition for the
global survival of the system.
And that is the Original Sin.
The fact, that there are human beings living in this universal and
combinational DNS-lottery drawing, is merely a stroke of luck, considering
that the ovewhelming majority of the potentially occurring human beings
will never be born in reality. As concerns the lucky ones, who the shortage
of their life, that means also its value at the same time, can be very well
described with the help of an analogy of laser exact needle-ray, the light of
which is enfilading the endless yardstick of time. In Universe, outside of the
reflector’s thin beam everything is fading into the darkness of the dead past
or unknown future. All those, who are living in the reflector’s light, have an
astonishing fortune, but at the same time, there are onerous responsibilities
falling on them.
This imperative means the victory over hideous sins of the individual being
borne together with us, descending from our Mother-Lucy, being the creator
of the greatest common human evolutionary evil and tucked underneath the
alienated social mass.
The violation of this rule, that has been continuing since the Creation, is the
Original Sin.
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